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HOfE: With, the- object of making this account more complete, 
two pieces of work, which-were .not performed hy the 
writer, h&Ye heen inc or p or at ed, viz, 
i* fha separation of the geometrical Isomeri&es of 
1 * 2- methylenelohexenol. 
ii. fhe separation of the geometrical isomeri&es of 
1*4- methjle yclohexanol.
With these exceptions alone, the ?/ork detailed in this 
, thesis is. entirely &ne to the writer*-
Intr oductorji
From previous^ work on isomerism in cyclic coapoimds,. the 
existence of four 1:£-foutl;3- and two 1:4- isomeric methyleyelohsxaacilg 
is to he expected* fhe relation between these isomeric bodies is 
seen host if reference ia made to the d and 1 forms of the cis and 
of the" trans-*. methylcyclohexaaals\ thus -
0 %  OH 
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. ... .fhe. above diagram.represents the four isomeric 1*2 aethyl-
cyclohexanols; (1) and (2) and (3) & (4) are optical isomerides of
each other* whilst (1) & {S) and (2) & (4) are geometrical
isomerides, (1) & (3) will he related structurally in that they
0 %
have a grouping of common conf iguration ( -C- ) ■
. H
3&u$ both. would he obtained from the optically active ketone 
(V2_-methyleyelohexanone) by'reduction
.ctf. oH CH: H- £H-
isomeride is identical with its mirror image*
CHg---:— CHg ch8 ce2
CHaX " €H2— — — CH£'"
Similar examples ,o£. combined. geometrical and, optical isomerism 
are frequently .met in the ...tejpen© series, e*g. menthol. and neo-i^thol 
bor&eol' and iso-hoineol, .and the- isomeric fenohyX.alcohols* Henc©
it was thought that the investigation of the relationships between, 
existing be tweon the i somerie methyXeyelohexanols *. might throw soma 
light on the relative.configurations of sore complex substances*. .
Summary of previous worfc on the Mathjloyclohexanols* .
Previous ...work on the. preparation of ihe ois~ and, trans- forms 
of the mathylcyalohexanols,.. includes two more .important , investiga­
tions, in which the problem .has been .attached from entirely 
different points*
t
. Ertioevanagel*. sunthesised the unsaturated cyclic heton© 
corresponding with 1*3- methylcyc 1 oh-exanol from formaldehyde and , 
aeeto-acetio ester* .
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■CH.OH
1*3- me thylc yc lohexenol
then, however, He attempted to prepare the saturated alcohol
(1*3-me thylc yclohexsnol) from the.supposed unsatutated alcohol by
the addition, of hydrogen iodide, foilowM' by reduction with sin© dust
and glacial acetic aoid, a substance, with such very similar
properties, was obtained that he eauelt ©c *©li,d&&it3iat the. original
was the saturated alcohol, mixed with, .a small quantity of the
- unsaturated* Nevertheless the two bodies showed slight differences.
and therefore- £xtaeyenagel assumed tentatively that the substance
produced directly by reduction with sodium and boiling alcohol was
trans-1 *3-methyloyelohexanol. and that the -subsequent' treatment'
converted this to the eis-mo&ifioation. - It would appear, at all
events, that these bodies were not pure, since the phenyl urethanes
prepared from them by Sxt ©evenagel melted at 90°0 and 91
respectively;, those prepared by Skit a (vide Infra) malted at 91°0 .
and 95-97°C, and those prepared in the present work .melt at 91°0
and 101°G respectively* - 
2
SHTA. claims to .have prepared the six geometrical isomer ides 
^ of methy© yel ohexanol by varying the e aiditions under which the
corresponding exe^sol or ketone can be hydrogenated in the. presence 
of eoHoidiaX platinum* Thus ha obtained substances having 
different characteristics, e.g.
(i). By treating o-ere^sol in aqueous solution, with hydrogen under 
two to three atmospheres pressure in the presence of eolloidial 
platinum, a S0J& yield of 1.2-methycyc 1 ohexanone and a ' 5fS yield of 
l*S-methylcyc 1 ohexanol were obtained. This alcohol gave a phenyl 
^ urethane melting at 104 *60C»
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..little certainty can be placed on the purity of these 
preparations,. because the boiling points of the isomerldee lie so 
close together that fractional distillation would effect little ©r 
no separation, and also because the solid derivatives' of these 
products were not subjected to any test for homogeneity, such as 
fractional crystallisation.
_ Numerous investigators have prepared various derivatives of 
the me thylc yolohexsnols, generally assuming: that the products of 
hydrogenation are pure • substances, but since it is shown by the work 
described in . this thesis that these preparations are invariably 
'mixtures'of'the two geometrical 'isomeri&es, this assumption is 
..inadmissible*
. varying. the mode of hydrogenation appears remote, /inhere remain, 
however, at least two alternatives. *'.'firstly it'might he possible to 
. destroy one: isomerideyiix a 'mixto.ro of the two ;hy Ihe.use of a • - 
/? chemical reagent, towards which only one isomer Ida is stable. Bush a
method is employed to remove iso horned, from crude horned * Or, 
secondly, a large amount of the mixture of. isomeri&es could he 
prepared by eoia© convenim t method,:' Converted into a crystalline 
derivative, and the resulting 'mixture' separated by systematic'. 7 ” 
fractional crystallisation. , \ ,
Actually the sec end alternative. was .chosen as being more 
' straightforward, She crude mixture of isomerides was obtained by 
reducing the corresponding creed'by the method of Saha tier h ■
ccrvcX
Sendeme*. after preliminary purification,: converted into a solid 
ester. Acid phthalio . esters were'first tried, and by crystallising 
7 . tin,se esters, two sets of" fractions of constant melting point were 
obtained: in the case of l.y2- end of 1*4- methyl c yclohexanyl hydrogen 
phthalsbes. fhe 1^5- methyleyclohexanyl ester, however, could not 
he crystallised’ satisfactorily, and no better success was.obtained 
by the crystallisation of numerous -salts produced by combining i t ■ 
with different bases. After trying several other esters, :the 
£«nitro bensoate was found to crystallise ' extremely well, ; and to 
. yield two sets-of fractions each of constant melting point. In all
instances■the'melting points of-these fractions were unaltered by 
continued' cry stall is at ion from solvents-other than those used in the 
original separation, sad hence’ It is unlikely that the observed 
homogeneity was due to . the'occurrence of mixed crystals. The sets of 
pure crops war© then hydrolysed and, the resulting carbinols further 
characterised by conversion Into other derivatives; these also were 
found to be unchanged by continued crystallisation. ^
* Since it is not definitely known which isomer id© corresponds to
■ - 7-
of' tli© /O r • This’ lends - support" to ■' the 'Tie w that" the o&foxm  
eorre’sponds with--'the traius- -form.' hnt 'ohly' in' a- tentative way.In’
the next secti0n,hew©ver,’other evidence- is "brought to hoar on 
this -point, ; m &  . the";<3 one la si on arrived at ’above is found t o ’he 
justified* - e j- ;w -
Me th yl eycl ohexanol
h«p«at- 
BO sum.
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molecular refraetivi ty
78-79^0, 
7?~78°8 
78-79°C 
7?-?8% 
78-79°p 
?8-79®G
.9228
*9104
.9091
.9080
.9180
S3.814
83.933
38.071
34.01
34.023
.33.908
■CUljS1.4596
1.4616 
1.4580 
1.4554 
1.4544 
1,4584
from Bisenlohr*s figures ■ 33.851
fO.2^
*|-0*06^
t0.47^
.4*0 ,5^ .
*
+ 0.17;)
Derivatives of the Me thycyololiexaaols.
Ms tliyloye lojiexaaol
Acid
Pht&aiate
m.p. of
Phenyl
Urethana
n-ilitro 
^ hensoate
Acid .
. succinate
1»8- 123-124°C 105-106°C 44-46°C
/^3 -1.2- 89-£0°G 78-8Q°C 34-35OC
1.2- ■■’" 93-94°0 91-93°C : 58°C oil
/?" 1*3- 82-830C ' 101-103°C ; - 6500 ■
■o^~ 1.4— 119-120°C 124-125°C 67 °C
/S'X.4- ;i-; 72-73°C’; /' - 1040C 94 °C
*  ■
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properties" of any'pair of geometrical: isomerides'differ''only" 
slightly. "In order-"to characterise . these isomer ides more definitely, 
■'and to '"Obtain some ' evidence "which might give' a cine to their' 
relative configurations,^ physical properJy was sought which would 
he moredependent 'on cis-'traae i'somerism and 'therefore' -exhlbit " 
larger Tariationev ' Eeferonee to' the literature showed a large 
number of possibilities" :
(i) working on 'the fusibility' and salability of the
different forms of some ethyleni'c isomers, found that generally the 
malenoid form is.more' fusible and more soluble than the" famarold.
(11) .PiSElI 11^  'show® 4 that -the "fumaroid form has a s  lightly higher 
magnetic rotatory power than' the" malenoid." ' V "
fiii)fBiUMs concluded that the molecular" - volumes of sodium maleate, 
orotomato ..and oitraconato were slightly smaller than thiso of the 
c orre so ending ' t rang- forms*':'"' ' '
(It ) and SfBWAB#., working on the absorption of light,
showed that,. famaric - and mesaeonie: acids hare a greater, absorptive 
power than maleic . and eiiraconie acids; the o£- and■ camphor- 
quinone .oximes were found to; have the same ; absorption spectrum,but.. 
the ^ t'form absorbed more... light -than the i:
(v) STOMiUOt and KhlBM# have, found' that the: heats of - c embustIon of. 
one gram molecule of the els- -and, trsns-.forms of hexa-hyilot ere- . . - 
phth&lie. acid differ,.;.but: slightly - from, one 'another:;, eis-acid 9E8.6 
cal. trans-acid. 929*5 cal.
fhe investigations' described reveal only, small variations in 
the ..particular physical property . involved* which seems' to show that., 
these-properties are only in-small: part dependent on configuration . 
and' hence cannot. be usefully employed as criteria of configuration* • 
:'fhe: wort on: the: viscosity of geometrical isomer ides was,, 
however, .much, more promising - large and often, erratic differences 
having been found to exist.
Sodium citrac ornate has. a/greater viscosity than. sodium'
• ■ mssaoonate 8 trans-) / .
; She se; Irregular., re suits-.may he attributed, to the lac t that no
account was'talien of the degree of lnnl@aticn of the salts and also 
to the possibility .of unequal combination between eaeh/bf the two 
acids and the/solvent•.... /,
Since Battens te in*.$ first investigation, other substances have 
bean examined/from this vlew-point, sad ..it. has .been possible to ■ 
frame a.provisional hypothesis. ..Below is summarised in tabular form 
.the work of on. ..the viscosity of on&mes, and of . on
the viscosity of geometrically isomeric acids, and their ethyl esters
•. Opposed form , {- trans-sya-etc.) .
.-r . Acids 
*stera- 
Oximes- 
f9  ., Oxime ethers
Greater viscosity than adjacent 
Smaller ; ... Bo*,
..Oreater . ? Do.
Probably, smaller. Bo.
:!?hus the opposed form {trans-; syn- } has :sometimes a . smaller, and
sometimes-a' greater, ■ viscosity than the' corresponding".adjacent form
(els-,anti-); - fhesa results seem a little difficult to understand,
but 'the .suggestions of BECK, and later of fHQLE have provided a A,
basis for their esplanation.from his: worh on the viscosity of fused
oximes,■--BJUGK ■ concluded’ that viscosity was dependent ..in some way on
. the relative -position of groups having residual affinity,- and this
idea was' expanded by fHOIiB into the f oilowing postulates; - ■
(a)* When the groups responsible for geometrical isomerism,/ have
smaller residual affinity, the opposed form has the lower viscosity
value, because the proximity of the groups in -the adjacent form
leads to potential ring formation - a condition which is well known 
to enhance viscosity* • -- . . . ; , /
■% (fhe oxime ethers are extremely difficult to 
. prepare .in a pure condition)
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depression:in. molecular• association end; lienee in-viscosity, in x m s  . . 
a as e I M e  ,: the. ad jae entt: e os^ otmd has the ,/X ower vi so osity.
.■ for. example, in malelo acid arid .fumarie ;aeii,where'the carboxyl- 
groups have _ large residual affinity, the ..off ec t due to the inhibition 
of soleenlar.:. assoeiation in the cis- form: is likely to. he greater 
than' theexalting., effect., due to the tendency; "to, form a ring, compouri., 
and the re f orov m&leic . aeid should; ha the less viscous form., fhe Vi 
example,of. pleio -®nd elaidic, acids is of particular . interest, for ., . 
here ; the dominant, groups are 1 similarto those present in the 
methylcyclohexsnolsi.'carhoxylle :end- hydroxylie..groups ,of large ••• 
residual; affinity and the methyl . graup^common,'. fha largo - residual 
affinity of-.-the hydroxylic , group : is\we!l,.teom*fug*,. the. formation of 
aleoholates and oxonium compound a# : lEQlEL ;assumes. that the methyl 
grcmp;;has;.-a. small; hut definite^ residual affinity, and hence the 
vi sc osity0 of. the trams- fora,. (elaldie.), will., he greater., than that of 
the cis-v Seeing that this ..reasoning , applies to oleie . end: elaidic . 
acids, it can ha safely assumed to apply to the I»g- methylcyelo- 
hexanols,. since, im both instances, the- dominant...groups,are in, the . 
JU2- posijioij, hut. it is : questionable if it will apply to the leg-. 
compound* .-She same phenomena, may..occur,'. hut it seems-, prohahle' that, 
owing to the di f f i cuil t y with which met a- bridged rings are formed,. 
there; will he .less:.;intra-»T|iole.eul.ar neutralisation:o f . the residual. ; 
affinities:; and.hence the viscosities-of. the-ois- and trans forms of 
1,3- methyl0yclohexanol. will show a smaller difference than those 
of 1 »2- ■methyl0yc 1 ohexanols, Judging from the comparative ease with, 
which-para hrldgM rings, are. formed,. the difference.-between:.-the- 
viscosity values for cis». and = trans-. 1*4-. me thylc yclohexahol will he
— , • art-.t 1 »I'H .... . U nm hcim m  9  -
intermediate . between the....differences of the X«£— and 1,3- 0 ompounds, 
i,e, greater .than the difference between, the 1,3- forms and
... -MnMjiWaBrniW •
approaching the diff erence,-between the l«2-» -.-.
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Sincerities©- predictions-are-'found to -be ■ true, '-the'probability-'''''that 
tli© :.g^- forms {those produced is. larger proportion-by hydrogenation 
of the cor responding, -eresel ^ by. the method of: S I M  II IE andv SMDHESS) 
are. - the" trans-;: £6rm Is raised .td--:’a'--3bdgh* order* ■. - : "■
, With,:;the:'.object:of strongtheMng hhla emielnBion, the 
observations of viseosi ty were extended to the acetates ox the 
metlxylcyclokezanols* - In discussing- the viscosity relationship of 
these compoands>ii' will-.M- convenient to refer to the two distinct
©ffeCtS-eS f ; b v ..v id.::,::';. : Zs,-> 'n
.■:; r .Iffeat:Af\tending to sal:© the e-is- form -more viscous, 'due to 
ii- i; i,v -the ring like :'strue tux© '•■of Tth©vois~ 'compound"enhancing
!i: r.iv..p f. xiseosity*--^-
^Effect 3t: tending ’-to Make the -cie-: form less viscous, due to 
-w:-:r: i : intxa-molecular neutral i sat ion of residual affinities 
rri- r -;: and ;a -consequent^reducti0n :-in^iiiter^molecular 
v -  -■ /'■ association*
■ lirst, a general reduction in the■'magnitude nf viscosity would 
’be'expeeted,. because.'tne. residual affinity of an ester, is generally 
much smaller than that -of the-parent alcohol - esters do not form 
addition - products so' readily 'as' alcohols do. lie ref or e , ' since the" 
residual affinity of the hydroxyl group has been reduced by 
ccnversion' into: acatoxy',- -the Effeet B should 'he''less in the acetates 
than.In.the alcohols* . What ebange,if any, vill take place in the 
Effect'A is.difficult to determinefalthough an increase.:-is to he 
expected owing to the substitution of the small'hydroxyl chain by 
the longer acetoxy ehda . ' :;.v
*. - ; B14-- A14-
£ b ^ :,-rtfresenting:/thm.Jffeet - B ■ in the 1*2- Mepylayolohexsnola*,.;-. ;St',/ 
tendingho-:.increase/ the. vise o s i t y T / the ,;trans-:.relativeto.the eis-1. 
that R.iS, rnd * are , o r t t i r . , w d , t l « t ^ > ^  2,,;<i Wtj,,s < t.
By -aoetyXatien;'■-■the:;,lffoot B has heen reduced hy a constant 
amount in each instance;0for:;hy acetylation the residual affinity 
of the hydroxyl: group- has. heen reduced to that of the acetoxyl. 
Denoting ^ this . reduction/ by K; /and, assuming that: the^elt ©rati on- in 
the Effect: Jhis,negligible,! weyhaTcy,-, M; /^t y y.y y /yyyyy: It-
^  ,  iv;:,;,:;* ,  :■ ,  , ' j : , ,
2'v 2  - -,o = ' - 2  -jr-r . t
(B14. - - U 4 = t
therefore'"?' r* s and t should' he still in the' same order of ma gnitude 
se: BVB.^&xid Ty' r) t) s '-hut whether r,e and'- i will all5 he ' 
positive or not, :depends on the sise of K. -Four cases- are possible : 
Cilwhere Ilia gr e a t ert han B ; - -^yyTy /•.a \:y
- - - then r ,s and ■ t vi1 1  he all negative!; v - y y  y.y-- y.y yy ,
(11) -!?iiers ^  . i .,-. .
■': -r ;-thaa r - will be/posltivcT and s and:Vt'' negative!/'- -2-. " /;/
(ill} where I^3?/k)s  ^T  ' U:
- then ar and"'t will he positive and e negative* - 
!iv) Khere !/)>!?)> 5/>K 
:a: : -- theii:r , s-and t 'will:he positiTe*-
Bxpariment ■ shews that with the acetates we hare case {lit} s for the
2 ^ °-Viscosity wales.are
oC^lmZ- - Mstliylcyeiohexanyl Acetate
~ jZr%*£r : --y :  2 5 0  '
fy/- 1 * 3 ~
ot'Ld-
Bo
BO
Bo
Bo
3 .
*0233
*0211
♦ 0174
♦ 0195 
.0217 
.0196
A
and therefore the value of K lies het?jeen .142 and
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4 *0022 
- *0021
+  .0021 
.054
two-effects has': been .made. rather., .to. shorten the argument than to 
attempt a me thematic aX expression of the. quantities'*; It. is. interest­
ing .to. observe. with what. exactness the equations „describe . the 
phenomena* fhis may be done by calculating Z in three ways* i*e.
, S, A x » z. m Q . W
. S. - S * IC m 0*0 I3u
. T - t - z - 0.121
fhe variation in the value of Z may he due ; to several.; causes;' hut 
the most probable of these is that the . effect A is altered by 
different amounts in. each of the three eases when the alcohol is 
converted into the; acetate* '".Experimental :investigation:of this '
point is difficult to devise.: '. . . :
fhe same causes probably govern the order of differences
between the melting points of derivatives : of; the isomeric methyl- 
cyclohexanols and also of other cyclic geometric isomerides* for one 
of the factors which detexvlixe a melting point, is probably the 
inter-moleeular attraction \ rich tends to heap the compound in the 
solid state* fhus the . same sort of variation is observed in the 
malting points of the acid phthalic esters as exists in the 
viscosities of the alcohols* - ■ - .. ..
ilaid. fhthalic as tar
.a tliylepLC lohexanolo f
13 .
save that the last difference is greater than' 'the first*but this is
probably due to the fact that the carboxyl group is nearer the
methyl group in the 1*4- isomer ides than in the 1*&- is-omerides*
-14-
Acid 2 h till ate..... ...-.-A- .. — j>-nitro bs-nzoata Phenyl Urethane
a(" ; 93-94°C : : - A. 91-93°C i 53°0 ■' -
v 1 (i- , . 82-83°C i . 10I-103°C ' '■ • :•." - S5°G'h • ' .r
In .these. dear ivaiives -.only where large re el dual.: affinity ;:©£;:the" ■“'
hydroxyl;greupdha# been -replas©d by tie-- large; residual' affinity of
the fro® carboxyl group g :do.the.orders of - the malting points,follow
the order -of the viscoeity >values*.f fhe unusual results "given by
cyclic geometrical: ieomerides wMeh ccmtain -the dominant groups in
the . 1*3 positions have . already been noted ■ by ‘S£EWAK£X*V who:gives
the. following ■■■examples — ~ "e -v ■ ■ - ■ - '?v - ■" ■
'  sup. .
; Cis- : - Jrans- -
flemphorle.lasia, . ' .v^- i: --' / .13?°C ; 171-172°C
.. Qyelohexena 1.5- dicarhoxylie aald 161-163° 118-120°
Cyolopeatsas 1.3- diwarboxylie acid ! 120-121° - i 87-88° X ~
Xn,.thsss instances,- thex.jgffect A dominates * whereas in : the'- instances 
tabulated i.belew* where the.: groups .are' orientat ed in the T.»&» or 1.4« 
position, .the..Iffeet: B. dominates (end therefore ^ the"" trahsl' form has 
the; Mgher melting point}* '.-p x: l..-, ■. l.:.v g xxxw h:;,,x.x :.
v . , . . .  :■ x . x x'-■ • . -x. m #pf : : >  ; xx-
Cl p- •.'•■ Sis'SBr
Cyclopropane 1.2- diearboxylle sold i 139 °0 ! 1?5°C :
.,! .Oyelopentaae 1.2- . ho 140° " 159-160°
: : Cyeloliexane :1.2- ■: .ho - X  - -192° - ; - - 215°
Cyelohexane ,1.4-: i ': 20 ' “ .1. l' 161-162° t "• •_ .rtf's /*\Q* i)Ou
By&rogenatio i o± o-cresol by the method of SABAiIj£R and SMDSEHS 
v;as found to give oiii.,-; a v»nall amount of thejQ me "Chyle ye lo~
haxanol" compared to the^^form and of this only.a smaller quantity 
was "obtained after the laborious -process of purification* Since a 
large quantity of this'isomer Ida was required for .further exsmina-'^' 
11 on of its prop or ties, a m* t, o& of prupaxdtlon was sought, which, 
whilst' convenient for large scale work'*'would yield a greater 
proporbj.cn of the desired isomeride* Although this investigation 
did hot attaiirits end, the results are recorded because fheo 
influence of' earperi-'.ental conditions on the ratio of the amounts of 
two geometrioal' isomerxdes aces not scam to have mtnerto attracted 
attention*- ’’ ;
She starting otit malarial for these experiments - 1*,2- methyl- 
cyo 1 ohcxanone - was prepared by Hie . oxidation, according -to 
BlCIO.C41SrS^3 method, of 1*2- methylcyelahexanol, which had .been 
'Obtained from £-cresol by -Sabatier As - Sen&ern* s method of .reduction*- -• 
1 M b  ketone was .'reduced easily'by' sodium" and boiling ethyl alcohol 
and by sodium end moist ether, but was unattached by"'kino dust and 
glacial acetic acid, or by’ aluminium amalgam in .moist ether* fhe 
ketone was-.also reduced, catdylically,by hydrogen in the presence of 
eollol&ial >pla tiute, yfollowing-.closely the directions given by: A 
EZXTA^ foi da preparation of lc- 2°- oxy-msthylcyclohexan
11 e percentage proportions of the. two isomerldes in each o f  
these mixtures. - for they all proved to be mixtures - was found by . 
observing, the viscosity of. a specially purified1 sample and comparing 
this value with those on a vis-cosity-composition diagram, which had 
been previously drawn by determining the viscosity of samples mad© 
by mixing the two pure iscmerides.
Ike samples of the reduction products,after being purified in 
the usual manner, were .subjected to a final purification* fhis .
xxi© soxra ssier was vnea precxpx'&a'Eda oy aaaxng acxa ana tns oaruxnox j 
regene rated "by hydrolysis*. fhat no alteration in the proportions of . 
the isomer ides In the meantime toot: place during the various 
operations was.;shorn, by the fact that the vleeoeity of a mixture.of 
the pure, isomeri&es was the same he fore .raid after this treatment*
Bines the method given by SICIMA fox the preparation, of the <£isi- 
isomerite was followed, exactly,' any aoubts as to the homogeneity of 
the product could, now he settled finally* ffce product from the 
reduction (by the action of hydrogen on an acetic solution of the 
het one: containing coll pi dial, platinum.} after final purification,gave ■ 
a phenyl urethane melting at the'seme temperature as that prepared 
by SlIfA. (SMta: §5°0j present worh: f4~96a0}\.and was found to have a 
viscosity corresponding to s mixture of 6 S'! Pf/z. and 38$ Qfo(~ 
isomeride-g. \
By applying this procedure to the mixtures . obtained by the 
various' methods of reduction, the following results were obtained -
Method of 'Preparation u
(a).Hydrogenation of jo-oresol by Sabatier & ■ i
■ Sandems.method at X75°G 67 33
(b)» Be auction of X*.2M£e thyloyelohexanone .
. .by Sodium and. boiling alcohol . 77 23
(cj* Ditto by Sodium and moist ether 81 19
(d)« - Ditto , by Skitala method. f v  ^t50- 62
(eKHydrogenation of m- ere sol by .Sabatier & /
: Sendexn* s method at 100°Q ,■ 80 1; 20
it ). Ditto at 180°C 82 18
(g}«Beduotion of 1.3- Me thy 1 e yc lohex&aone
by Sod Iran ‘ and boiling ale ohol * 86 14
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large,.yield of^g-1» 2-methylcyolohaxaziQi end. at the same time 
suitable for large scale preparation,' some other means .was sought 
to attain this end* " . ;b
Geometric' inversion naturally suggested Itself; but 
unfortunately in the vast majority of the instances of geometric 
Inversiany the less stable, low melting1isomerIda is transformed 
into the stable high-melting isomeri&e, whereas the reverse was 
'desired in the present work* Moreover, the methylcyelohsxaaols seem 
to.be remarkably stable towards reagents which might be expected to 
produce inversion, a*g* heating with aoid''anhydrides'followed by 
mild hydrolysis, heating with water under pressure at 120°G or 
prolonged keeping caused no change in the composition of a mixture 
of isomeridos* Protracted. boiling with alcoholic caustic‘ soda, 
however, caused a slight increase1; in-the amount of o(-1*4- 'methyl- 
cyolohsxanoi in a mixture of the. c£- and jl-forms., showing "'that ’ the 
tendency is for^-to change t o ^  - (again pointing to the conclusion 
that the corresponds to the trails- form*)
It is clear that if the configuration of the hydroxylic carbon 
atom• be reversed, one isomer i&e will"’be■ changed into the other,thus:- 
" ■  H
CH*
‘CB«
CH<
2
.CHg-
CHp -
0
I
CE
c %
oh
In , W
IH
CE
f
0HO
H
I
0
Ae -
s m-
i
0
1 
H
0H«
■c%
CEi
H
1W
l \  H
CH3\]
f
OH 
GHg ■'
■CHo
OH
CE3
hid 1 -oC- ■77 - 1 - /fPUB ilethylcyclc&exancaj
Therefore any reaction or reactions which would effect a Walden
uiis xiew "uype asBuniiia u$ rniiJixps" • sua wor&ea qu'B
i&- tlis .'laboratory*. was'" more par ami sing.' According to this work the. 
toluene £-suiphonic . as ter of the optically pure alcohol is prepared,
.O H  E \  / °  " A v  V ?
d y ^  C U 0
■>
% " H 
and. this ester is allowed to react with some salt of a carboxylie
acid, sueb as potassium acetate ,
o - s - o 7a ,  r o o o . c %  h
*<r- o o -__ y 1
■ %  H ■ . %  .0--- C'-CH3
when an: ester of opposite configuration to that of the original 
alcohol is obtained'(mixed with varying amounts of ester of the same 
configuration’- according to conditions of experiment.- end-reagents 
used). In the' present instance the acetate methyl eye lohexanol 
should he produced by the. action of potassium acetate on the toluene 
^-sulphonie ester of thecir isomerids. fo test this, the toluene o- 
sulphonate o£p(- 1.2- methylcyelohexanol -was prepared by the action 
of toluene, jj-sulphonic- chloride on q& 1,£- .methyleyolohexanol in the 
presence of pyridine, fhis ester was then heated with an alcoholic 
solution of potassium acetate, and from the products of the reaction 
that occurred an ester was isolated, which gave. on hydrolysis a 
hydroxyl!o body, fhis was identified,after special .purification by 
analysis, by measurement of viscosity and by conversion into solid 
derivatives asyff-I.E- aethylcyolohexanol. The slope of . the viscosity 
..composition curve near the 100$jl-point was too small to give a very 
accurate estimation of the extent to which-this product was 
contaminated by tha^-isomerid®, but at the ■ maximum it did not amount 
to more-than 1$. ^
.'his fi'a cat ate was, however, only formed in a very poor yield 
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action of the suip&onie ester on m s  eunp sjlc uaujt., wiua -
/ /W**2 cT'b
,ch2— . CHP; 0 -j3v c737 f E OJSt
CHo v- GCHg
GH2_  c X ., H . : v . 0H2— BHg
-A  C?2 CH,r  \  ,
c\h o^ . St|
‘GHp-— ■ - HO vS • C„H„
‘ I J \  7 7 ^
- I- ? H
Judging from, the? worlc of Phillips on the .ethers of benzyl-methyl- 
carMnol , tliis ethyl ether is probably., a mixture of the o<- andy3 -- 
forms;, however this problem was attached :;at a later stage when 
optieally-active substances were need* fhe . unsaturated hydrocarbon 
is formed by a side reaction in which, toluene sulphGnie acid is ■ 
eliminated' from the ester*- 3 m m  Hie position of the dou’fcle 'bond in 
the ring-.was not determined,, but later work: has shown that the 
compound is probably a mixture of isomerides*
,:: fhe = conversion of the sulphonic esierinto a. carbaxyiie ester 
was carried out under-various eruditions with different reagents? 
and solvents and the:percentage inversion estimated h^ the method - 
already described* ?/fhe results of these experiments are tabulated 
below. In. those eases in which the yield of phre earblnol was too 
small: to apply ..this method, the melting point-of a .solid derivative 
is given as furnishing some rough indication of the proportions of 
.the . two isomerid.es .present*?:.
!/.*';• : . .'■■
" T.;- Inversion "  ~'V 99-100$ :
• Cii) ..Ethyl
' Alcohol 
, ' (ij- X volume 
■ ' ■ *' - -of Sulphonic 
' ester; /-
Potassium 
Acetate 
(A X  thee 
ratios!) j
■ ;-c' i
£4 hours 
_ on the 
* water ■
; hath
Methyleyelokexanyl Acetate £5$ 
Methyleyelobexanyl. Ethyl 
Ether , ,,£0$ - 
Methyleye lohexene " ;  -40$ 
I n v e r s i o n - 99-100$ ;
Alcohol
■" ■■.(8 X volume 
sulphonic 
. ester)
Betasslum 
benzoate'. 
(2 1 theo­
retical)
BO. Hath ylcyclo^ exanyl 
Benzoate 'very-5 small 
Me thylcyc Xches&nyl E thyl 
Ether'. 40$ 
MethylcyclQhesene ;V'.5Q$' 
Phenyl urethane, of 
c ar bind fr om re suiting 
benzoate;- v: /
sup. ■ 83-84'°0 .'
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ m.p.-lQS°C..
X lyi' '/3~ - ra.V. 78-S0°C 1':
(lv).Ethyl 
> „ r: AlCOhOl
* ,!■ ,1 (10 X ; volume...
;r . of Sulphonic 
/'•^  ’A /'ester) "
' . . V' ■ '
Sodium. ^  
fonooate"
■ 3)o. ‘ Methylcyc lohexanyl formate 9$
Ether ...... ...... - 45$ ,
.Methyleyclohexeae. ; , ,, .. 40$
Phenyl urethane of '
e a r b l n o l s u p .  81-8£°C
f 10 X volume 
■. of -Sulphonic
ester)
Copper 
Acetate .
{ Gu .Ag g
h 2o ii
'X weight 
of Sulph­
onic ' JSste
X>Ot
1
*r) -
MethyXc ycl ohexanyl-
formate .. very -small
Methyleyciohexe&yX ^ Ethylt-.
Ether■' .. V ' ,:1£$ 
Methylcyclohexane ; ; ...50$. 
Phenyl urethane of-;- ;-/ ;/l\: - 
carbincl ; - / - sup*/' 84-S5°G
(vi}♦Water added 
till turbid al 
- 60°8 ;
I i
Formic -\Zxxxx 
acid (Sg- X hours/ 
volume of on the 
Sulphonic . ...water 
ester) r  hath
Methyleydobexanyl-formate . 45$ 
Methyleyclohexene -/■.;..; A-40$ 
Inver si on' - - 49$g>5<j f
^  of earhinol 133L
{vi i ) onaami da
- iB/m&s ■ Xr 
. . -volume -of 
; acid): /■'
Formic
acid
(3# X
volume
off sulph*
onic
ester)
1.8 hours 
on the 
water ;; - 
hath ■
Methylcyelohexanyl formate 45$ 
Methylcyelchexene ;; 40| 
Inversion ■■ , 0 .49$- 
'— 'Of ear hinol '> -
9  -2 &L.
(viil)•Benzene ;
{ 7 ^  1 volume 
of Sulphonic 
ester)
i-. ■ : : * ■■ / :.'K'
Formic 
acid (3|~
X volume 
of sulph­
onic 
ester.
1£ hours 
on the 
water -  
hath .
Me thylcyc lohczanyl formate 41$ 
Methylcyolohexene . 40$
Inversion,, ■ /. >-' -. 41$ j
of car hinol
-SI- 1
JX/* ammonium ■ - 
acetate 
(3 X weight 
of Sulphonli 
ester) |
■«r nours 
at 110-120
, O0-,
i'iietny a iu£iexaxiyx oe/s i
Methylkexen® _  L , 20^
Inversion : ■. 80$
y  of carhinol* . *183
|xi) Ethyl "" 
Alcohol 
(to dis­
solve :X.
. salt on. 
water- 
hath)
Aimonium' 
acetate (3 
X weight of 
Sulphonic . 
ester) .
19 hours 
on t he 
water hath 
with 
vigorous 
stirring).
.Methylcyclohexanyl acetate "  70$ 
Ha thyle ye 1 ©hexane 15$ 
Inversion 86;%
a<' 25° @g qarhinol -x/;,/'.a- -/76
(xii) ♦Acetic 
acld {5 X 
volume' of 
Bulphonie 
ester)
Potassium
(equal to 
weight"of : 
Sulphonic - 
ester) " A-
24 hours
" on. the A y - . . .  
water . 
hath'
Methylcycl.ohexanyl acetate 50$
Inversion - . 82$ 
“ -2S0of earhinol-'"'"""' - ',180
V  i;rA A A ^ > X  -  . c U A
fxiii) *later
" (3f X 
. volume of. 
Sulphonic 
■ester.)
Potassium/ : 
acetate 
(8 X theo­
retical 
quantity)
Boiled * \ 
violently 
for 12 
hours*
Hethyle yelohexene <" ■ ; 15$
Rest of ester unchained.
Similar react 1 
of some of the
fxivhD^ 1 .3-1
~ Ethyl;X
ale ohol 
f 2 X : 
weight
Of, VI.:, - J
■. Sulphonic 
ester)
ons were car: 
other Isoxae 
Aethylcycloh
Potassium 
acetate 
(4 X theo­
retical'.' 
quantity) :.
tied out wi 
rides of me 
sxanyl tolu
24- hours 
on the
water;-
'hath
th the toluene ^ -sulphonic' esters 
thylcyclohexanol' - r 
ene n-sulphonate*
Methylcyclohexanyl acetate'' • 20$ 
Methyleyelohexanyl Ethyl Ether 5$ 
Mothyloye.loheace.no y 60$
~9 of resulting, car hinol » •196(5) 
1*3 Methylcyc 1 okaxanyl = 157
Phenyl urethane of resulting 
c arhinol m*p* .101-102^0 
Phehyl urethane of/3 -1.3 Methyl- 
e yel©hexaaoX m*p • H  101=10300 0
^  I»4- .Hethylcyclofrexanyl toluene ^ -stilphoaate
Ethyl 
alcohol , 
(2 X
weight of. 
Sulphonic
ester) ,
Potassium
acetate.
(4 X theo­
retical 
quantity).
36 hours 
'on the .f 
water 
...hath /
Methylcyclohexanyl acetate 
He thylcyel ohexanyl e thyl ether .• -lQj£
M e t h y l c y c l o h e x o n e . : - 4.0% '
0  0f xesulting c arhinol * * 247 (2)
-*?2S of ,51.4 Me thyl e ye 1 ohexaud « 24?
Acid phthalic esterof 
resulting c&x&inol m«p* 72°0
&  -14 Methylcyolohexanyl hydrogen 
/PhtMate m.p* 71-7200A
It may he pointed out in passing that these experiments furnish
a considerable check 011 the purity of the iscmerides,because in them
-22- . ' ' '
experiment (ii J on page 21, was a cn&uctedt but m e  amount ox ' 
material "available did not permit any conclusive. result-to/be 
drawn-from-It. The estimated inversion J was 85^ S, tat sine©
the product was probably slightly impure,the actual■ value was no 
doubt higher than this., . . • * ■
An experiment was else carried out with- -the toluene £-&nlpheniw 
ester 'of partially aotiveot l.%- met hylcyelohexanol, and from it some 
inter®sting eonelusions as to the relative. configurations .'of d- and 
of 1-aC and - of d- - and - of - I-^A -1 * 2- ’methyleyclohexanoi caa te drawn, 
fheoretioally -the d-o<- isomeride would be expected to .yield by 
the ”sulphenate**.. method-.of .inversion, they^-isomeride of related 
configuration, .which may be- dextro or. ;laevo:.;ia:.sign':■ of'-.rotation-
0Hp—  c. ' 0y - . C-
i
i
I 'x. r  a
CHg CHg, C _ _ _ _ _  CHg CH3 . C
CHg CH2 ^---------------------C % ----CHg °H
(l| 4 - ^  ' :iii) i -  or l r /L r
.It • is difficult ; to imagine how any molecules {iii)■:corresponding 
to the mirror image of
-5 Q  CHo X . -
C%  * (ill)
(thex'.asyametric:'-' ear'bon .atoms'. of w hi oh are each opposite in configur­
ation t o  the similar ones In. 1} could ha f o r m e d  in this reaction, 
because their f orm&ti on would ‘nee as sitate,-"; either' a complete rupture 
of the ring,:, or the inter-change ‘of the groups attached to both 
asymmetric; carbon atoms - neither of which, contingencies is at all 
probable., v: h:; -
2 3 -
JJsing:the. conditions under willed IV  Is known .that practically' 
.full ^ inversion- takes place ..and working with a earbinol ]$ = 16#3£° 
(jpOp of op tic ally pure earbinol » 32*£5°) the following products
were' obtained ;;r t :: ■-. i ■.■-v ;e?-' /-■v^ ■:,:. -;.v,- ;■.:
1,2- 'MethyXeyelohexanyl .EthylrEtherv 7.91°
• - i»2« Methyleyelokexanyl"Acetate^ |p<) ^  ■■ 8.
Ifethyleyalehaxene.; . : /f*\/"^ J) ~ ^  *
On «,r, a
Thus the &- ^  - isomeride is "similar in -configuration to the 
1-^- and, of necessity, the 1.-^ “ must he similar to the --&r^ L- “* 
isomeride, ..In these respects the 1,£- me.tkylcyelehex&nols resemble 
the menthols;, because PICKAED & LIfllEBuBl117 have shown that 
l-me&thol aid i-. ne (Menthol yield 1-men thone on oxidation, and 
therefore have . the same configuration, saving for the asymmetric e&rfeo 
carbon, atom, to which'the hydroxyl group is attached, fhis hind of 
relationship has also been observed.between the optical isomerl&es 
of borneol and isD-fomeol,e*g, d-borneol and X-isobormeol each 
yield d-camphor when oxidised,
. fke formation of an ethyl ether possessing the same sign of 
rotation as the parent, earbiaol is somewhat curious at first sight, 
because the ethers formed by the action of'sodium etkoxide or 
potassium carbonate andt ethyl alcohol on sulphonic.' esters have an. 
opposite sign, of rotation and are opposite in configuration to the . . 
par ait ester and 'car bind 27, Ike possibility that - me&tkyl- 
cyelohexanyl ethyl ether corresponds, to l«/£ - methyleyc 1 ohexanol 
Is very small, since'menthyl ethyl ether .has the same sign of 
rotation as the parent menthol
; It has been shown however that considerable raeemisation takes 
place when an ether is produced from a sulphonic ester and,if the
asymetrie;,carb0ii atom concerned is . a member, of a cyclic. system Is 
apparently new, A1 though there are numerous instances . of the 
interconversion of £is- and:.tranB- cyclic 1 saner ides, none of these 
has , been , of fee ted by a definite series of reactions, and hence it is 
doubtful if ..they, and the W si den Inversion are due to the same causes, 
fhs best.taomiintarcouversion. is described- by Q-OOLWIH & PBBZXS^ 
who found., that. oig-1«£-cyclohsxane diearboxylic acid is e cavorted 
into a-,mixture of the cis- and trans- f o a s  on boiling 'With 
hydrochloric ,'acid, ; records- one of. the few examples of
the interconverslom of els- and trans- cyclic alcohols, i.e. when, 
the ■ acetone: compcunts of £is- 1»%- and of els- 1,3- tetrahydro- 
aapthalene diols ;,are hydrolysed with hydrochloric acid, a mixture of j 
. the. corresponding die- and trams- diola is, obtained* HSEMlfS was j 
unable...to detect any m eh change In the'cyelohexane l.£- iiols*
In view .of the ransual character. of the invar si ons described 
it ..Is of interest to examine the numerous hypotheses that have been j 
advanced from.time to time to. explain Hie phenomenon, of the Walden 
inversion,:in order to find whether they would all embrace these new 
facts, Tha .unsatisfactory nature of; a large number of these 
hypotheses is due to tbejL difficulty of their experimental 
verification or refutation*.
In the light of the present results they are required to suggest 
a reason for the degree of inversion observed in any axperimemt,and . ! 
alsc.^ to-. admit the. possibility that the asymmetric carbon atom 
eoneerned?in;the inversion maybe a member.of a cyclic system*
~ lb is''clear at the outset that these hypotheses which postulate
■ !
the movement-of only two groups will.explain the inversion of a | 
cyclic compound, and most of them are sufficiently broad to allow ■ 
any percentage inversion* fypiosl examples’of this kind of 
hypothesis are those suggested by EISCHEE. and by BEILLIBS* fha ' 
hypotheses which require more than two of the four groups of the
.possible that the two groups held together in Hie ring may, one or 
. . each, move from one' quadrant of the asymxaet rlc atom' t o a no ther. fha 
presence : of’’a c ycli e structure e oul& ■ only hinder the process of a 
. ' Walden inversion if Vthe" two. groupsvhelt inT the :ring did not move atv 
,the-- same time,and, 'since- there. Is- no., hypo thesis, which main.tsfs' that 
the groups -other than the group that"is substituted- do not move'
.. at" the same" time,' this point'- does not arise, fhus the.hypotheses 
of WIRiriE, BJEMOT and willLdesoxihe ' the inversion of a
. cyclic ' compounds, and since none; of ■ them is siffieiently definite - to 
predict the loss of .rotatory -power which will accompany an inversion 
they cannot he tested hy t M  second alternative, > ‘L
fhe ingenious hypothes 1 s'propose& by XjOWBX differs from that
-j, ^
those, mentioned ln"thatAc8n"at' least he subjected to oxperimental 
♦ • examination*" :
" Ac cor ding . to ZOWRt, the Walden inversion takes place" through" ■’ 
the formation of an intermediate: complex ion,"composed of Hie ■ 
sulphcxtie ester, sp 111 ;up into the sulphonoxy ion and the carbinyl 
ion, t h i s '■ x ^  x^-;- -
(i) o o ; ' ' '.h  ' 5 ~ a" -
W/ ■ ++X -  I t
. ' C„H,S - 0 - C - S - C„I„S - 0 0 -  K
\  ™ ■ ' \  - 1
It being assumed that'the carbinyl-"ion does not break stay completely
from the sulphonoxy ion (which would necessarily Involve complete ‘ 
x acemlsation}, hut remains held . near ihd^elee fro static . attrae tion.
■ (ii) fhis complex: tfcB3£ att/racts. a carboxyl ion. to . the: side ;:Of the ■ 
earbinyl Ion. .opposite . the sulphoiioxy ion
In this complex the three groups attached to the asymmetric carbon
- 26-
( i l l ) .  f  he m Iphonoxy i  on mow b r  eaks away and the c o n f ig u ra t io n  o f  
the'..asymmetric atom carbon atom changes from p la n a r  to  te t ra h e d ra l 
f ie ld in g  a oestj. v»a v»<*. v#^_|jwiss-1 fe  con f ig u r a t io n  to.,* th a t  o f  th©
fo explain -the 'loss of ■rotatory power which often accompanies 
these ihYersions, 10WEI:>asanmes that *
{i }* Some of the molecules of the sulphonic ester ionise
completely and hence raeemlsation of this pari of the material takes 
place#V:- ■; -
(li) Direction action '-occurs by the displacement of the 
sulphonoxy ionin the partial If ionised form by the acyl ion*
imagine why the e&rbosyl ion should displace the sulphonoxy ion,for 
one would aspect'that the'aarhosyL ion should dlepX&ee the
1m- would he repelled from the part of the complex by the similar 
change in the sulphonoxy ion and he attracted to the earbinyl ion to 
form the tri-ionic complex* . therefore its seems more logical to 
assume .that loss of rotatory power proceeds by the f irst process*
, If this be granted, It . is clear that the amount of inversion can 
neYer he less than 50p* (Shis, however,leads to dlff ieiXties,because . 
experiment (Till) . on page 21 ^are an Inversion undoubtedly below 50$
. Th& present e million of the subject of the Walden, in v e rs io n  is  
somewhat confused sad, It seems that until we knew more, a bout the 
reactions in v o lv e d  e*g., 'which reactloms are tunic and w h at the order 
of each reaction-is,, we’can only hope to conjecture the underlying 
causes. '
fhe’first is easy to cone©It©, bat it is Tory difficult to
—2*?—
first, beeausa'this .geometrical Isomeride Is readily’available in 
comparatively large '-Quantities in the.pure state.
.fhe.aoid phthalate of this earbinol gave a .crystalline salt 
only with strye.tain©,&ltheugh numerous alkaloids were triad* By 
.fractional crystallisation of this salt from acetone,a small amount 
of a phthalate having(3 (1 ^ 4 52.2°* was obtained;, but since the salt 
decomposed rapidly and the crops diminished quickly in amount,it was 
not possible to attain optical purity in this manner. Ethyl alcohol 
was then substituted'.for the. acetone as a solvent,but whilst this 
prevented the salt decomposing, the rapidity of the resolution was’’ 
decreased enormously* After trying seme other alternatives, the 
following .process' Was; adopted; -'the - strychnine salt of the inactive 
ester was erystalliged once'from ethyl alcohol and the crop and 
mother liquor.'-separately- decomposed into strychnine and ester* Hie 
ssters so obtained had[c^J '£-■7 170 " * : these esters: were then
separately 'crystallised from glacial' acetic., acid, when the. crops- 
were.,.f oqnd- to. be, elmos# inactive and the mother' liquors to,, yield 
■esters’-of ~ 48a fapproximately} .
• ;By; a- labarhous; repetition, ofthis, process - using the 
practically .inactive esters froxa the previous separation for the - 
following separation - ’about 100 grams of esters o f ^ 4* 489 and
of - 48° were obtained* Recombination of each of these esters with 
strychnine gave on repeated crystallisation'from acetone, esters 
unaltered- In rotatory, power by ..erystallisatim  from .solvents other 
than acetone* ..Altogether 130 crystallisations were necessary for the 
preparation of £5,.grams of the &«- and 1~ acid phthalates. of’^  - 1 *£- 
methyley^lohsxanol|o^J4 63,3Q and ¥ b  63•5§* Each of these 
esters was then hydrolysed "and. the specific rotatory powers of the ■ 
resulting esrbinols measured at different, tosperetires for different 
wave- lengths- of light* Ihese values are given-at the end of this 
section*  ^E .
All rotations of acid phthalic esters were
determined in benzene* ..
- 2 8 -
phthalio . esters and. fromt^-jL^-meTjayxcycjLonexmiuj^ «y .■ ua»
* sulphonate1. method, - A preliminary. experiment; shewed that the,- ; 
strychnine ^ a l t . & f >].,£- ..methylcycl ohexsnyl hydrogen phth&late ;;;- 
possessed the mme characteristics. as the, ^  salt except.- that it 
was' ©Ten a .less .-satisfactory-; substance to submit to fraotional ■ 
crystallisation,,' ynmerons , other alhaloidal ^ salts; of this ester were 
prepared, but none-was .so . satisfactory as. the strychnine . salt, .The 
1 hydroxy^hy&rftn&^amine salt I s a  glassy gum, *.V: * ,,-r '
Systematic ,f.metlenaal:.erystallisatlon^of thestrychnine; salt 
fprepared;fr0m'-lBO^grs*,;of; the.- ester) rfrom; acetone yielded .two, grams 
of, :a-salt, which gave, on decomposition an ester Jot] ^  ■- -38 •4°,. _ fhe 
previous crop yielded an esterjc^J^ - -36*1. and the mother lifixor 
from the; final-crop, an e s t e r ^ -23,4° ,,, i,. ,
fhe resolution of-this isomeride ...has.: been accordingly 
abandon eCtahtil some more satisfactory.method .of -procedure-is. found, 
: .,Jt is noteworthy that, in the ^ resolution ■ of:. the o( «, isomerida 
■ the d-. form, separates .out of .solution first and, that i n , the
■+*m ••- . . .  *;■
resolution :of the^J - 1 scmeride the 1- form separates out first, 
fhis weald he expected,, because the i-e<- fora is similar in 
configuration to the 1*^/3 - form,
fhs Eotatory Dispersion of d~<^- -1,2- llethyleyclohexanol,
fhe totatory powers of JL- ^  -1,2«* me t hyle y cl oh exanol were.
determined for ten. different" wavelengths: of light, ranging from
A =■ 6708 A,U, to A m 38E0, T m  last five determinations were made
photographically using the. iron are as illuminant, fhe observed
rotatory powers ranged from 13d to 47°, ■
.1
Plotting <pc against 0 {one. of the tests suggested by iowry 
for simplicity of rotatory dispersion) gave a straight line/from
-^j~
KDPJ mate 'measurements.., of the dispersion ©f'.'Yarious ,terpene / ; 
substances," ant lOWET'^has 'examinee. -she data on; the basis of tie - 
Drude equation, find lug that camphor," earvons, many" deriYatiwes of 
methylene 'camphor and the esters of myrtenol 'were "all simple. Only 
pulygone he. found complex. It is remarkable that sueh a elase of 
substances, abounding with complex tautomeric changes and unstable
ring, ..systems,,.,should .exhibit generally simple dispersion. The
:5‘;'0CYi i V " • ' ‘ * ' " / ( -
rati©-. for d~ 06 -«!.£• methyl c yelohexanol ie 1.68 ; at higher
temperatures -the Yslue ' increases to 1.69; hut this increase is ?'
V r ■ ■ . V •
within the ■ limit of experimental error. The Y&lue is. rather high 
compared id th the are rage of 1.63 obtained by BICKAED and KEHXOS 
for the aliphatic" alcohols © 4  - the! r'-'ester s*
TSCSUdAIFf found that suhstances possessing an absorption 
hand comparatiYely near the Yisible region of the spectrum had .a 
higher-«— ^'/than_suhstancas;-possessing.a-1 and in the remote ultra-
pi C } .< r r - . . .
violet* One would expect the methylcyclohexanols hawing a ring 
structure would possess;a hand of;higher wavelength than the 
aliphatic alcohols....-,;'^ ;.'-
« I r ’ , -------  V  /  ' r » *—  -  » -
6708 . 13.01 24.12 IS. 51 22.54 12 3 21.68
.5893 17*19 31.86 16.66 30.02 16 31 £8.74
5790 17 *96 33.30 17.43 31.42 17 00 29.96 16.23 . 27.78
5461 £0.28 57.60 1S.79 35.67. 19 28 33.98 18.71 32.03
4359 54.00 63,06' 33.30 60,01 32 60 57.44
4160 % 39* 72.31
4048 x 41. 76.02
3978 X ; 43. R 79.73
4220 x 36 68.74
3210 X 47 87.14
A 20.5° 
a 4 e .  *927 d 481 4° . 901 . '
. d 69
4{
> .881
a 9 5q 
d 4° .856,
X
Rotatory lower of i*»o( **1,2- Metliylc y01 oh exanol
■ In 50 a.m. .tube 
£Q®
at 20°0 ,
d* 4° ~ ,829
m  JL«TJ,
fV 20°
^  A m  r
6708 13.05 24.24 ^
' 5893: 17.18 .31.93 t
5790 17.95 .33.55
: 5461 : . 20.32 37.76
4359 " 34,13 ' 63.38
Refractive Indices pf &- o( -1,2- Meijhyloyclohexanol
at
A
6408
8098
5896
5882
5790
5782
5700
5461
5106
4359
25
J t ±
1.4550
1.4564
1
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1
4589 
4 60S 
4611 
4682
1- -1.2- MetJiyleycloliexanol
^ ■ 3  5  9  ll.6, 8  3 __________
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.''$hd^eresQls-wore hydrogenated ■ in the laboratories of Messrs :
' . ' ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■. • . ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ .
CrOBB.fialts,"Warrington: by themethod of SAIATXJ2K ■& S'MDBSIS at
If5°0 * o-Cresol was. found the most difficult to hydrogenate. Some 
m-cresol was also hydrogenated in the Laboratories of the Technical 
Hose arch Works Ltd* London at 1QQ°C and at 180°C; the special, 
alee t roly tic ally prepared nickel catalyst .described by LUSE2^ was 
used. . . . . . .
The crude products were fractionally distilled several, times 
,under;: reduced pressure,. using a fourteen ,.iaoh :.rod-and-disk. column*
■ fhree groups of fractions were collected methyleyelohexanones, 
b.p.8£-64^o/BD m*m*; methyl cyclohexanols-,b*p. ff-80°C/S0' a.m.- and 
■ eresois.Wp*' 85-100°c/£0 m.m* The B&ddle' fractions were' heated with
phthal&S© anjrydrid© (tea per cent’ excess) at-110°0 for 12 hours* At
the end of this time the product . was poured, whilst still 'molten," 
into a slight excess of sodium carbonate solution, the resulting 
solution filtered, diluted with a large volume of water and extracted 
10 times with benzene. The benzen© .was removed from the aqueous 
residue in a current of air . and the ester precipitated by the . . 
addition, of acid. The ester thus, obtained was. freed from phthalie 
acid hy dissolving it. injChlorof03rm: and drying and filtering this 
solution* ; -fhe/chlorof ora was. removed- first- by distillation and 
finally over paraffin wax in vacuo*" > ■? ■-> h:
Acid Succinic latere*
These compounds, were made by a ;similar method* . the only 
difference'being that they were freed from'succinic-'acid- by shaking 
the efherial extract with .water* '
p~ITf tro benzoic Esters* '
To prepare these ©sters,T>-nitro benzoyl chloride .{1*05 mol), 
dissolved in benzene, .was added to the. methyleyelohexanol and dissolved
in pyridine {1.2 mol). Considerable heat was developed,and the
mixture was kept below 30°0 by cooling , in ice water. Crystals of
-32-’
hydrochloric aeid to remove pyridine,and' twice i x m  dilute soarum ■ 
carbonate "'solution to;reraove-any jt~nitro Isenzoie ■ aoid»':
Isolation of the Geometrical Isomerides*
<i) 1»£~ and 1*4- Methylcyelohexanyl Hydrogen Phthalates*
Crystallisation of each of these esters from glacial, acetic 
■ acid yielded finally crops of constantly' melting point of the less 
soluble component (0^ 1 J * Tire esters from-each/ofthe^ sets :of Mother 
liquors were removedand separately crystallised from light 
petroleum, when, again crops of constant melting point finally 
resulted, hut in this/instance. composed of• the more soluble 
component .(/+}* The pure crops were then crystallised from other 
solvents than those by Bieans of which they were isolated,, but in no 
' instance was any change in melting point observed*
These estate, were hydrolysed by dissolving them in a ten per 
cent excess, of caustic soda solution 'and immediately distilling in 
a current of steam, ■ '
fii)* - 1 * 3- Me thylc yclohe.xanf 1 j>~xii tro-hehz oate»
. Crystallisatioii of this ester from methyl alcohol gave crops 
which, after several, .crystallisations, melted at either 59° (o(') or 
65° Generally two crops, of the ester separated first and
then one^ /3 followed, by one or two oC crops.* The f ester separated 
In round granules, whilst- thoy^ester separated in flat plates - 
quite distinct in appearance * About eight crops were generally ' 
worfeed up, each requiring about ten crystallisations to yield a 
produel' of constant melting point*
. These esters'were hydrolysed by by re-fluxlng for three 
quarters of an hour, with a ten per cent excess of alcoholic caustic 
sodu .{alcohol, ten times the weight of salt)* About half the alcohol 
was' removed by distillation and.the residue poured into a large 
volume of watert.and -extracted with ether* . The ethereal solution was 
dried with potassium carbonate,and after the removal of the ether, 
the r esidual. alcohol was distilled under reduced pressure*
- 32-
amounts ox phenyl isocyanate arid the..methylcyelohexanol and allowing 
the mixture to stand In a closed vessel for one day*- The resulting 
solid mass, was crystallised from methyl&leohol or petroleum (b.p. 
40-.6#°0) * Sometimes a small amount of the produet was praetlcally 
Insoluble In' the petrol earn; this proved to he diphenyl urea m,p. 
£30-£2.£0G {correct ■■235®CJ.
The physical properties o f  the substances described in this 
section are collected together' on page 3 .*
18"
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glass Bliss and a copper bottom. A largo toluene mercur y. thermo"* 
regulator kept the water to this within *Q£°0 of £50G* A standard 
thermometer was used to -ekeeJc/the thermo-regmlatox*
Ike water was kept to. motion -by a stirrer driven by a small 
electric motor: the stirrer was- -spoolally designed to suck up the - 
warned water from the spot on the copper sheet just above the burner 
and mix it with the main volume, in the middle of the tank. 
Viscometers/
■ ' fhe viscometers used were, a Modification of the Gstwald type
designed-by: Chois'for the 'measurement. of the viscosity of liquids 
when only a small quantity'is. available* One instrument,saltable 
for. measuring viscositiesabove-'*1.5-» was presented to the Department 
by Dr Ihole, hut for the measurement of the lower viscosities of the 
acetates of the me thylcyclohes&aols, another viscometer was made by 
the writer, because the times of flow to the first instrument were 
very small, thereby involving considerable error in measurement and 
danger of turbulent flow* in. order to maintain a.fairly large
capillary, and hence, lessen the chance of blocking by dust, and-also 
to keep the' time of flow high for a given quantity of liquid, a 
slight alteration in the fhole pattern was made, i* e* spherical 
containers were substituted for the usual cylindrical ones, thus 
reducing the average head and i per easing the time of flow* f he • 
Instruments were filled to the etched marks A and Al and the time 
taken for the meniscus to pass from B to 0*
Calibration of the Viscometers.
fhe first instrument'was calibrated with eyciohexanol and. 
i-isopropyl-n-oetyl earbinol*
(i)* eyelohexanol
y  £ 5 °  =  * 5 0 0 S 1  '
a. ff - .9463
average time.of flow = 425,7; seconds*
K at ~— V Str ■ ■ = .00126 ,
. = • .  t  a  ^  - ■   ~ 5:>
Average time of flow - - 
K 250 = .0012S
139.5 seconds
fixe second ..lastrument was calibrated with pure nitrobenzene and 
with ethyl alcohol*
(1) nitrobenzene
= 1*198 "d
; " 4° 
25°-n -- = .018223
y 40
Average time of flow .»
Xz m
1 5
- q .go0Q783
193 seconds*
(liT BthyL alcohol
40
*78509 
£4.0108
£5° :
7  4° =
Average time "of 'flow, » '178 • 6 seconds
X£5° 0*0000780
Average' S'£5
0
«.0*0000781
Precauti one taken in the Measurement' of Viseosi ty*
- fha Viscometers were cleaned with chromic acid solution after 
every two or three dst ermina11one and before use were rinsed with 
hot'distilled waterf%bs£Lutealcohol and absolute ether , and finally 
dried by the "passage "of" hot "dust-free air* ' / fhe Instruments were'"' 
filled with a small pipette approximately to the graduation marks 
A and. A^ ,. placed In the thermostat, adjusted by means of a pluisl& 
line and, after standing about half set hour, the excess liquid was 
removed by a capillary pipette, fhe open end of the viscometer was 
closed by a loose fitting glass sap.during use.
In addition to these usual precautions, it was necessary to 
distil the alcohols before .do to mining the viscosity m d  repeat this
- 3 6 -
In one instance the yiseosity,.of a certain sample fell $Of after. 
Etanding elgM monthe :1m. a atopperet bottle-, feat regained its 
normal.: Talma aft er. 11st Illation#:'- . ' :
x 'fhB ' acetates- ■ of the .MethyloyeHiahesanols* ' .
. These ■ esters wore made by waimlmg, the corresponding alcohol 
with an excess ..of . acetic anhydride for.two hours on' the water bath*
Water was . then added .and . the: ester extracted with ether*, -fhe
p
nni t ad e there al extract & were washed with: dilute sodium carl ornate 
e ST oral times and dried with sodium sulphate.* After r amoral of 
the ether the ester was fractionally distilled under reduced 
pressure until the wiseosity was ■approximately constant* •
Methyleyclo*
hexanyl
Acetate h*p.*.. at 2Q m9m. ■,25° 4 4 u S5°r  u M  3 i
,9361 1,4389 4 3 %  7 + 13
.3434 1.4376 A 3- 34
1.4313 A 2- ?? - n
.9430 1.4369 A 3- 33 + i*t
,9380 . 1.4398 U3 7* + 12
.9337 1.4365 43-7*
rf. = 4- 3- 35.
/3~.i.z-
<*M.3-
P
ot.i
1.3.
A n . 4.
.79-80°C
79-80°Q
81-8S°e
78-?9°C
78~8Q°C
78-79°0
W
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to -ras fallowed*", 7 !" -:''''
' I,2-'H eth^Qjclohexanol; (35 grs obtained, from the purified
. ■ . ,t . . . CSkAAySMtf ,:c
acid phthalate'by 'hydrolysisJ was, poured fairly,with vigorous 
stirring/ Into-a mixture of potassium'diehromate (60 grs) 
euplhurle acid (50" grs) end mater {300 grs) * . A black pasty ' .
substance separated first, hut this soon' gave place to' a light 
brown" oil*.1he temperature of the' mixture tended to rise,- hut was 
kepi below 40°0 by cooling*' After stirring for one hour, the 
ketone was * separated , the' residual liquid extracted with' ether, 
and the united extracts, washed with water and dried by'©odium 
sulphahe*:; On removal.' of the' ether the product' (32 grs): distilled 
at 6£-640O at 20 'and yielded a seml~earb&z©ne of sup *196- .
196.6°G, ZELIIfSils25 gifes 103-19400
deduction of 1*2- Methylcyclohexanone*
■ (i5*;by sodium and moist,e t h e r , H,:a; ,-v- ■ ■
,(ii}'hjr sodium end boiling alcohol«7 / v , . . ,..■...
fhese .reductions, call for/little not.©*-,: the yields were above 
90$ and only a small-quantity of non-volatile substance (pinaeome) 
was produced;/ the first method;gave slightly hotter results*
(ill} by hydrogen in the presence of eolleidi&l platinum* 
fk© directions given by S2I2A floe *eit} were, closely / .; 
.followed; a slight excess over the theoretical quantity of 
hydrogen was •'absorbed during two hours* ■The earbinol m/as Isolated 
in 75$ yield and- gave an acid phthalic; ester,m*p*94^ -96°0* - 1.,; /
t o l u e n e  jo  -  s n i p  n e m o  c m o r i a s  a i u x s s /  u y  »  i U A & ^ x ®  w i
{1,05 molsl:and.the ,uorr ©spending Eledhol (X mol),..- fha acid t
chloride .• dissolved with an absorption of,boat, but after a few:..
.minutes the .'temperature rose . and white crystals (pyridine
hydrochloride) began to fill the liquid - at this point ..the ;;
mixture was cooled in ice* After, standing OTernight, the solid. . .
mass was ground ■ up.under water,filtered- from the solution of . •
pyridine hydrochloride and ...-washed, repeatedly with, dilute
h y d r o c h l o r i c  .acid .and; water*-. :fhe - ester , so .prepared. was /dried .
and recrystallised from, light- petroleum*,;v\.u:/■".
2C
ester m»p«,,.2?--28o0,;p// decomposition,point 156^0 
pd-l»3— . ester m.p* BS-jQ® ,f '* ' 1S5°C ■
. . -eater m.p* 46~4?o , w . ; ,/.. ^. M I46-147°C
• o<~l«4~ ester m.p. 71-78° ■ >  . * 153°0
{&p4rl.B~ ©staf, 1*0081 grs* required,149 grs of caustic 
soda for complete hydrolysis, calculated amount ■•148(7) grs.
(b)V-1.3- ester, 1.0092 grs .required**150 grs of caustic 
soda,'calculated *149. grs* ,. r ;i ; =
(c e s t e r ,  1.0042 grs required,*149.grs of.c&ustis 
soda, calculated- .148(4) grs* ,
fhe ’ conditions . under, which ..these esters were allowed, to . ... 
react with, various reagents have already . been dealt . with (pages!/-!^ 
It will he necessary to indicate .here how the products of these 
reactions were separated* . As a rule,the mixture, after haring been 
heated.,for the proper .time, was mixed with, three times its volume 
of water ,end neutralised to prevent any..organic acid.’displaced 
from the salt of toluene £-sulphpnic acid,from being. extracted. . 
ihe - liquor was/then extracted with ether four .times and-the . ; . - 
extracts dried. The ; ether was removed by‘distillation ^ through a
20 pear column to-uprerent the highly volatile methylcyoloh«xene'
—39—
from which ; the : ethylacetate was removed ■ by washing . twice,with
water % 104~115®0/ • ?60 m.m. this" c cEisisted ■: of impure me thyleyolo—
hexemoi ■ 65~70°C/20 m.nu, ethyl, methyleyelohexanyX ether fraction,
76-81^0/20 m.m*t ester fraction*; ,1 fhe ;ester fraction was \ -
hydrolysed" by alcoholic caustic soda* care being taken to reflux
the reactants for the shortest possi&Le time in order to minimise
risks ..of raoemisation* , The resulting "earbinol was purified by the
method already described -and. the ylscosity determined.
The methylcyclohexanyl ethyl; ethers formed in experiments
in. which ethyl alcohol, was used, were Identified by the comparison
of the. observed-; m d  eaicuiated;moleonlar refr&o.tivities
■■"90S .. 1.470 ,
, . / D
43*§ Calculated'value 43.4" ,
26 "
MOMf : gives similar,figures for meihylcyolohexanyl ether.-prepared
■ by the action of ethyl iodide - on the sodium eomponnds of
1. 2-m ethylc vcl ohexanol. '■ v'.: -;
A nitrosate of Hie methylcycXohexens, formed in - the :
' experiments on jf" l^-mathylcyclohexanyl toluene £-sulphcnate was
prepared by .the action -of the nitric acid (.9 grs.S.Q.1.4} on a
rsolution of the. hydrocarbon fl.gr) in gl&cial acetic acid {*5 c.c.)
. and amyl nitrite .fl. gr) f cooled in ice and salt., The colour ;o£ '
the mixture quickly changed to pale green.,and after standing one
hour some pale green solid separated. : Water was then added and' '
the whole thoroughly shaken ■■'to-dissolve the reagents from the
solid nitrosate. which was finally, filtered off. -The solid was
crystallised from ethyl alcohol and then formed a white powder
which melted,tamed green and evolved gas at 107°C* MAFXOWIKQ&&-
and■ 3^CHSEPIS'fZSCT^^ gave the melting point of this substance as 
104<*c. fheir methylcyclohexene was'prepared from 1.1 methylcyelo- 
hexanyl chloride.- WALIAOH^ gives the same, figure for the
wirnt was : confirmed^ in . th e"present case by the preparation of the 
piperidine derivative of the nitrosate* This substance when first 
prepared^, by t addition of .piperidine (1 mol} to a solution. of the 
nitrosa.te fl .mol) in ethyl alcohol., had a sup* 145-146®G which rose 
after one crystallisation from alcohol to 15300, and after two 
to 15f®G. : ,
One experiment was made to ascertain whether methylcyelohexene 
would combine with acetic acid ae camphena oomhines with acetic acid 
to giro 14^ isa iso-horny! acetate®^*. ; The methyleyelohexene 
prepared in experiments in which X»£- msthyleyelohexaixyl toluene.
js-sulphonat® was' used was heated, for £4 hours on the water hath with, 
acetic acid, {eight times the weight of unsaturated hydrocarbon] and 
50)1 sulphuric acid, (one tenth the weight of msatdrated hydrocarbon)
In this way. a 50)1 yield of a substance haring the same 10111110 point 
as methyleyolohexanyl acetate was obtained* This osier was hyrdolysed 
end. th© resulting earbinol oxidised to the ketone. This ketone 
yielded a semiearfeazone softening at 15600 end becoming dear at 
1$'3Q0* Upon .recrystallisation from dilute, ethyl alcohol the m* p* 
roe© to 168° (sup* of 1 *2- metliylcye 1 ohexanone samicarha2one» 
193-1940C* X.B- | .191*2°0f 1,4- j !99°0)« This point has not been
Maii'M'MVMm *  '9 w w eu itiie *iw *e f *
investigated. further*..
It was noticed that the met.hyleyclohexenes oxidised in the 
presence of sir to viscid . gums* fhis phenomenon Is not due to-mere 
polymerisation, because samples sealed in glass tubes retain .their 
■original .properties.*
■■■The following';are the observed' physical; properties of methyl- 
cyolohexene prepared from0^1*2- methylayclohexanyl toluene £- 
siifpkonate
■ h.p. ' 105-108°0
*  15*?°
.syvj-6-a.*-
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